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ABSTRACT

One of the relevant studies that are carried out with stellar samples is the segregation of stars in populations with the aid of spectral, photometric and/or kinematic data. We present the first results of the use of four different classification techniques on stellar catalogues: the Self-Organizing Map and Multi-Layer Perceptron, two different neural network architectures, and the Genetic algorithms and Hierarchical Clustering. Also the Principal Component Analysis is applied to the initial data that consist of two synthetic samples of the Solar Neighborhood with 3-D position and velocity, metallicity and age.

1. Introduction

The necessity of significant improvements in the classification strategies is a fact in the 90's Astronomy. The main reason is obvious: a large and new amount of good data are being available nowadays. The main sources of these databases are the orbiting observatories HIPPARCOS and HUBBLE Space Telescope. Following this idea, we present a comparison between classical (Hierarchical Clustering), neural (Self-Organizing Map and Multi-Layer Perceptron) and genetic classification algorithms using as input data two synthetic samples of the solar neighborhood stellar content. Each of them is composed by a mixture of the three populations, thin disk, thick disk and halo, in different proportions.

2. The synthetic sample

We want to generate a realistic three component local sample, with thin disk (t), thick disk (T) and halo (h) stars. We suppose two samples with 1000 stars and with different mixing proportions as\textsuperscript{[16]} do. The sample A presents true mixing proportions: $t : T : h = 200 : 20 : 1$ with 905 stars belonging to thin disk, 90 to thick disk and 5 to halo. For the sample B we suppose that has been selected in a way that strongly favors nearby halo and thick-disk stars; for instance some samples with high proper motions present a proportion $t : T : h = 2 : 2 : 1$ (\textsuperscript{[16]}). So this sample has 1000 stars with 400 belonging to each disk component, and 200 to the halo. The real heliocentric
distances have been taken lesser than 2.5 kpc. The attributes that we simulate for each star are: (a) **Position**, according with the accepted density function of stars for each population ([1], [4], [10]); also a gaussian error proportional to the heliocentric distance is added to $r$, with $\sigma_r = 0.25r$ following the discussion of [3]. (b) **3-D velocity** which consists of three contributions: (1) The mean velocity field with a lineal Oort-Lindblad model with typical values for the Oort’s constants $A$, $B$ and asymmetric drifts for each population ([12], [3]); (2) The cosmic dispersions, with values of [2]; (3) Gaussian observational errors for radial velocities and proper motions, with values of [6, 5]; Also the errors in heliocentric distance affect in an important manner to the final values of the velocity. (c) **Metallicities and ages**; following [16], we adopt for the thick disk, thin disk and halo, their gaussian distributions for both attributes.

3. **Classification algorithms and calculations**

3.1. **The Principal Component Analysis**

This known multivariate technique (hereinafter PCA) is not specifically a classification tool (see for instance [15]). It looks for the maximum variance directions and gives us a quantitative idea of which attributes are more discriminant for the sample. These directions are the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix and the respective eigenvalues give us the amount of variance explained for each eigenvector.

The Principal Component Analysis of the two samples, A and B, gives two sets of 8 eigenvalues, the worth of them with respective associated variances of 6.2% and 3.4%. However the first eigenvalue explains the 23% of the total variance for the sample A and the 26% for the B. Also from the normalized eigenvectors for the first 2 eigenvalues ($\approx 40\%$ of the total variance) is possible to appreciate the more discriminant attributes. The 5th, 7th and 8th components appears as the more important ones for the main eigenvector, that correspond to circular rotation component $V$, which contains the assymetrical drift, metallicity $[Fe/H]$ and age respectively. The second eigenvector consists of the galactic longitude and the velocity component towards the galactic center.

3.2. **The Hierarchical Clustering**

The Ward’s minimum variance method is a hierarchical clustering approach to the unsupervised classification. It produces clusters which satisfy compactness and isolation criteria. The objective is to agglomerate two clusters $C_1$ and $C_2$ into cluster $C$ such that the within-class variance of the partition thereby obtained is minimum. Alternatively, the between-class variance of the partition obtained is to be maximized. The method allows also a graph representation of the different levels of hierarchy: a dendrogram (see [15]).

The results obtained for the samples A and B were initially of poor quality. The algorithm did not distinguish properly between the three populations. Nevertheless the results improved dramatically using instead of the original 8 attributes the 7 new attributes given by the 7 better eigenvectors in PCA. They explain the 93.8 and 96.6
% of the total variance for A and B. In this manner we have analyzed the data in the
3rd top levels of hierarchy, equivalent to consider 3 centroids, and within a total of 9
levels. The confusion matrices obtained (Table 1) have associated recognition errors of
1.2% for A and 15% for B. Another runs with other three clustering algorithms, the
McQuitty’s, median Gower’s and complete link methods (see [15]), have given worst
results.

3.3. The Self-Organizing Map

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised neural classifier that has been
applied to real astronomical data in [9,8]. The basic aim of this classifier is finding a
smaller set \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_p\} \) of \( p \) centroids that provides a good approximation of the
original set \( S \) of \( n \) stars with \( m \) attributes, encoded as "vectors" \( x \in S \). Intuitively, this
should means that for each \( x \in S \) the distance \( \| x - c_{f(x)} \| \) between \( x \) and the closest
centroid \( c_{f(x)} \) shall be small. However, the main advantage of the algorithm is that it
also arranges the centroids so that the associated mapping \( f(\cdot) \) from A to S maps the
topology of the set \( S \) in a least distorting way. Usually A is a bidimensional set of
indexes named Kohonen map where proximity between them means similarity between
the global properties of the associated groups of stars (see for more details [8]).

The Self Organizing Maps of the samples A and B, after 25000 iterations (25 pre-
sentations of the whole sample) and with sizes of 5x5=25 and 10x10=100 centroids
respectively, are calculated. The number of nodes is choose in order to allow the rep-
resentation of the minor population. The maps with the predominant population for
every centroid present a continuous distribution between thin disk, thick disk and, topo-
logically disconnected respect to the first population, the halo. Practically all of the
centroids contain a predominant population with more than 50% of the respective stars.
The purity of the classification can be also appreciated looking at the confusion matrix
given in Table 1. It is evident the good discrimination obtained by this neural method.
From this table the recognition errors are 22 stars = 2.2% for the sample A and 45 stars
= 4.5% for the sample B. It is important to note that no confusion appears between
the thin disk and the halo components.

3.4. The Multi-Layer Perceptron

The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MP) is a kind of neural net that is capable of gener-
ating arbitrary decision boundaries (114). In this artificial neural network the input
pattern is the vector \( x \) which has a dimension equal to the number of pertinent pa-
rameters. It can also be seen that the network approximates the decision boundary by
means of hyperplanes. In order to obtain the coefficients (weights or synopsis) of these
hyperplanes, a gradient search is done on the surface generated by the error function
on the coefficients space. The cost function which is minimized is quadratic with re-
spect to the difference between the output and the reference for one given unit and one
input pattern, and takes into account all the units and patterns. The updating of the
coefficients (weights) of each node of the network is done by means of a gradient search.
Table 1: The confusion matrices between the thin disk (1), thick disk (2) and halo (3) and obtained with the Self-Organizing Map, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Genetic Algorithm and Hierarchical Clustering, are given for the samples A and B. For one given confusion matrix the number in the i-th row and j-th column indicates the stars that really belong to the population j and appears in a centroid with predominant component i.

The experiment consists of the training of the network by means of a training database, a cross validation database, and a test database, this done for each sample A and B. The cross validation database was used in order to determine the number of iterations needed for training the network, 2000 epochs in our case.

We did several previous experiments to determine empirically a good architecture for the classifier. We found that the best architecture consisted of a network with one hidden layer. The architecture without hidden layers, which approximates the decision boundary of each class by means of a single hyperplane, yielded classifications rates of the order of 50%, which means that the classes are not linearly separable. After few trials we found that three units in the hidden layer were sufficient for our problem.

The results show that each class is projected into different regions of the space generated by the activation of the hidden units. So they are easily separable by means of the output units. The sum of the confusion matrices for the training subset (500 stars) and test subset (500 stars), are indicated in Table 1. The recognition error for the A training subset and A test subset are 0% and 1.8% respectively (total error of 0.9%). For the sample B these errors are 0.4% and 2.4% with a total error of 1.4%.

3.5. The Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GA) were first introduced by J.H. Holland in the 60's [11], and have been successfully applied to combinatorial optimization problems, pattern recognition, classifier systems, scheduling, symbolic system evolution, and some other questions (see [7] for an extensive description and bibliography).

In a genetic algorithm the starting point is always a collection, known as population, of possible solutions generated at random. A suitable encoding of each solution in the population is used in order to compute its fitness. At each iteration a new population, or generation, is obtained by mating the best of the old solutions with one another. To create the next generation the whole population is considered and new solutions are formed through reproduction, crossover and mutation. The solutions that will be considered for crossover are probabilistically selected according to their fitness values from the set that constitutes the current generation. This new population become the parent pool.
Usually, a constant number of solutions are selected so that the maintained population is of fixed size. Crossover creates two new child solutions from two solutions sampled from the parent pool. In this way, fitter parents have a better chance of producing children. Children solutions are obtained by interchanging random parts of their parents. Some randomness is also introduced through a mechanism called mutation to ensure that the algorithms avoid getting stuck at local minima. Mutation changes selected parts of a solution. The crossover and mutation operations are done with probabilities $p_{cross}$ and $p_{mut}$. This ensures that some solutions from the current generation will be kept in the new generation. Once a new generation is created, the fitness of all solutions is evaluated and the process is repeated. At each generation the best solution is recorded. The algorithm ends when the results stabilize or the optimal solution, when it can be identified, is reached.

As for the SOM technique, our implementation of the algorithm tries to find a set of $p$ centroids, such that each element of the original set $S$ of $n$ stars with $m$ attributes has the smallest possible distance to its closest centroid with a global quadratic cost in this case. Therefore, this is an optimization problem and we may use a standard optimization genetic algorithm.

For our preliminary test a population of 100 individuals was considered. Other parameters were set as follows: $p_{cross} = 0.9$, $p_{mut} = 0.3$ and a number of 9 centroids. The resulting confusion matrices for the A and B samples are shown in Table 1. The respective recognition errors are 7.8 and 19.8%. Higher rates of recognition should be obtained by tuning adequately the algorithm parameters. Work is still in progress in this sense.

4. Conclusions

It is difficult to compare the efficiency of so different algorithms in order to distinguish between several stellar populations in a local sample. A numerical tentative is done in Table 1 where the respective confusion matrices are shown. From a qualitative point of view we can say that the Multi-Layer Perceptron with one hidden layer gives a very good result, for the sample A with the minor halo population and for the (2:2:1) sample B. But the results, using this supervised classifier, are of very poor quality when any hidden layer is employed. This fact, that can be interpreted as that the classes are not linearly separable, is compatible with the worst results (mainly in sample B) obtained by other unsupervised techniques such the Hierarchical Clustering. By other hand, the Self-Organizing Map allows simultaneously the global bidimensional representation of the data and the classification. Nevertheless the decision surfaces can be improved, tending to the Bayesian ones, using refined versions of this algorithm: LVQ1, LVQ2 and LVQ3. This will be matter of future work. Also the preliminary results show that the Genetic Algorithm presented in this work can perform well for the classification problem proposed. With a similar computational effort than in other approaches we expect to obtain a high recognition rate. Also the algorithm is robust and simple to implement.
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